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Project Detail Report 

Introduction:  

Advancement in technology is emerging day by day with the aim of bring ease in life of people. The 

invention of drone is one the greatest inventions of modern age which makes possible for people to 

have eyes on remote areas and also with enhancement to it one can transport needy things one place 

to other just by handling it. These features motivate reascher to have further analysis on resourseful 

use of this creation. The aim of this research is to enlighten the benefit of people in intense need of 

medicare facility with the help of drone use as an ambulance service. There are saveral researches are 

going on currently to implement such idear however, due to variour its has not been proceed yet. This 

reach will examine those challenges and provide recommendation to overcome the same. 

1.  Project Summary : 

Drones technology is getting more advanced day by day foreign countries. We can use to save life of 

people in an emergency situation and can  name it as ambulance drone. The Ambulance Drone seeks 

to save by bridging the gap between the time it takes to call for help and the time it takes for help to 

arrive. Essentially, the drone is an all-purpose medical kit with emergency supplies for lifesaving 

procedure. 

The Ambulance drone includes a webcam and loudspeaker that allows remote doctors to attend and 

communicate with people on the scene for the process of attaching the electrodes and preparing the 

defibrillator (A device for the treatment of life threating cardiac patient)it doesn’t have to fight traffic 

on the way to the scene, the drone can arrive as quickly as one minute after being dispatched. The 

idea is that when an emergency call comes in the drone can head to the scene ahead of the ambulance 

to help provide immediate assistance. 

Deft University Alex Monton invented the drone. He believed that widespread use of the drone could 

help and boost emergency survivals rates as high as 80%. The system is still in prototype stage but 

there is a good chance it will be common in next five year, as Drones are still not allowed to fly 

autonomously so they can’t wing their way around downtown. 

However, although drones hold great promise for medical product transport, the field is still in its 

infancy. Risks need to be carefully assessed, including the potential hazards of thousands of small 

aircraft flying, under the radar. Coolers would be required to keep medicines at the proper 

temperature. 

It will be interesting to see these robots flying around one day, dropping first aid when needed. 
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2.  Problems  

As the population of world is growing day by day so the traffic on roads, with this there has been 

increase in number road accidents are reported. So it is very difficult to provide first aid to victims of 

accident in such a crowdy places as fast as posible to save a life.   

There are various problems, issues and challenges associated with Drone. It is difficult to regulate 

flying of small drones. Even a small drone poses high safety risks to large planes and ground 

installations like fuel depots. There are three occasional instances where operators lose control of 

their Drones during the take off and fly. 

➢ Limitation to battery life. 

➢ GPS signals are blocked (Network). 

➢ Wrong direction of flight (Handling). 

It is rightly said that every problem has solution only one need to establish capabilities of identifies 

and overcome these.  

 

3. Solution 

It is rightly said that every problem has solution only one need to develop such capabilities to identify 

the same and overcome problems. A brief explanation on solution to above identified problem has 

been stated below. 

a) Limitation of Bettery Life 

There are various types of betteries found in nowadays drones with respect to their brand and cost. 

An efficient and effective bettery can not only ensure the relibaily of the product but also build trust 

of users to enjoy the benefits of product with confident. Nowadays two bettery types are mostly found 

in electronic products including drones are Lithium Ion and Lithium Polymer details and there 

comparative features are stated below: 

Basis Lithium Ion Lithium Polymer 

Ageing Loses actual charging capacity 

over time 

Retains charging capacity better than 

lithium –ion. 

Energy Density High energy density Low as compared to lithium ion 

Conversion Rate The capacity to convert bettery into 

actual power 85% to 95% 

75% - 85% 

Safety More volatile  More Safely. Less chance of 

explosion 

Cost  Cheaper Slightly Expensive (+30%) 

Weight Heavier Light Weight 

Charging duration Longer Charger Comparatively Shorter 
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Form above comparative analysis it can been seens that Lithium polymer batteries are more advanced 

and reliable but along with this it is important to ensure to perform checks time by time for proper 

charging and recycling life. When we over discharge or over charge them, its capacity will become 

smaller. An official charger should be used to charged batteries and with enabled function to stop 

charging once it get fully charged. 

b) GPS Signals 

The intended type of drones needs to travel far hence a strong network can only ensure the firmed 

GPS signals make it core feature of its performance. If the UAV receives authentic GPS signals, the 

accuracy and stability of the flight will be better. Sometimes there are GPS reception problems in 

open areas. The reason is that it get disturb by underground cables, or the location beside rocks or 

walls that are blocking the satellite signal.  

c) Wrong Direction of Flight  

A proper operational training can ensure the accomplishment of target task force and ensure that 

needy people get help on time. Control drone landing and compass correction. Operator should pay 

attention to whether the remote control settings are right.  

At this time, we should go to another flying place and ensure the new place is over 100 degrees for 

receiving satellite signals so that it can operate as usual. 

 
4. Method 

An adequate plan needs to be place with special task force who remain ready when ever incident 

occur in any remote area and request is placed for help with drone. Such plan can not only help in 

accomplishing the task but also minimize the chances of errors and hinderances with wasting time. I 

believe a call centre needs to be set and booths for drons in certain areas with dense population and 

traffic along with busy highways should be established so that it can reach on time and save the people 

from critical condition e.g these can be kept with traffic police officers booths.  

So that whenever any accident occurs, the patient will directly contact on help centre avail the 

services. As there is traffic stucked and going through an ambulance needs time so we will try to 

reach there through flying drone ambulace to the patient and contact the patient or nearby peoples or 

remote doctors through the connected network. First aid box should be always checked before take 
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off drone at incident place as well as voice commond with constant communication and guidance to 

people over there so that they can assist injured people well. 

 

 

 

5. Innovative Direction 

The drones can be also used for safety purposes rather than for taking shots and agricultural pur-

poses. 

 

1. Voice command for contacting the remote doctors. 

2. Using drone as an ambulance. 

3. Using webcam for seeing the situation at intended place or around an incident place. 

 

 

6. Applicability 

We will buy drone from the market with integrated camera video shoot facility, then we will fit 

a speaker for voice communication and we will have a drone emergency service number { like 

111, 1234, 11223 etc} , which will be installed on drone with value added feature to it. This 

application will assist victim or people around him/her and doctor to communicate for first aid 

service at the required incident place; we will also add a first aid box having all the required 

necessary life savings medicines or kit.  
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7. Estimate Cost 

 REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROJECT                 ESTIMANTE COST IN PKR 

1. Drone                                                                                       30,000 

2. Mobile phone (controller)                                                   15,000 

3. Speaker                                                                                    10,000 

 

 

8. The Target Group of Project Idea (Users) 

The project is specially designed for helping the human beings in the busiest cities in a faster way 

(Especially for cardiac patient but not limited to). 

 

9. Considering the risks that may occur in the project:  

• Security problem: This could be the main problem for using drones in the Pakistan, we 

haven’t got good literacy rate here. If we use the drone, if the peoples are uneducated he or 

she can stole that. We have to raise awareness for that. And at the rural areas many people 

don’t know about the drones. 

• Handling of drone:  Handling of a drone can be risk too. If u don’t anything about that how 

to use or how to fly so you will definitely get a problem to reach the destination as quick as 

possible. 

• Human Error: Human error causes so many drone crashes. As drone don’t have automated 

landing and taking off. 

• Technical risks: Common error is the loss of communication and weak signals. 

• Weather condition: Weather changes so quick. It’s not suitable to fly drone in such a bad 

condition. Or drone will at the mercy of thunder or rain. 

• Opportunities 

 

• New invention with new idea: Its usage for benefits of humankind ensures it success; this 

will encourage people to avail this assistance on instant requirement basis.  

• Budget: With respect to price of drone with indented features will cost PKR 75,000 (USD 

500) only. This makes this product low cost with high benefits.  

• Easy to Purchase: Even though this kind of drone is not yet common in our country as of 

now. Yet it’s easy to buy this online from various international ecommerce sites. This 

makes easy to get this product without striving hard.  
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• Easy to Operate: Operating drone is like flying a remote controlled airplane. However, it’s 

certain additional feature and intended use requires guidance for its effective take off, take 

over and smooth landing.  

• Convenient: The adequate size of drone make it convenient to reach out and land at small 

place for help. 
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